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I. BASICS OF ENTANGLEMENT

In 1935 Einstein and Schrödinger developed what they considered a paradox of quantum theory which Schrödinger
named entanglement. Let two spin-1/2 particles be in the state
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If we then separate the two particles and measure the first particle’s spin, then according to the Copenhagen interpre-
tation of quantum mechanics, the wavefunction of the second particle instantly collapses into it’s corresponding state.
Einstein referred to this ability of separated systems to instantly effect one another as spooky action at a distance.

30 years later John bell refined Einstein and Schrödinger’s initial work by noting that certain observations on the
above state would give different outcomes from the quantum and classical case. A number of experiments followed, but
they were plagued by the difficulty of producing large numbers of entangled particles, leading to attempts to develop
better sources. To date the most widespread means of producing entangled particles is the process of spontaneous
down conversion of light in non-linear crystals. [1, 2]

II. PARAMETRIC DOWN CONVERSION AS A SOURCE OF ENTANGLED PHOTONS

The polarization states of photons are an attractive system in which to create entangled states due to the availability
of high quality polarization elements. If two thin nonlinear crystals are placed next to one another with their optic
axes orthogonal as shown in figure 1a then a vertically polarized photon can down convert only in the first crystal,
while a horizontally polarized photon can down convert only in the second crystal, both via type I phase matching.
Phase matching considerations further require the down converted photons to be emitted in cones centered on the
pump beam. If 45◦ light is incident on the crystals, it may down convert in either crystal, and if the spatial modes of
the down converted light from the two crystals are identical then the state after the two crystals will be
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planes; i.e., the first !second" crystal’s optic axis and the
pump beam define the vertical !horizontal" plane. With a
vertically polarized pump beam, due to the type-I coupling,
down-conversion will only occur in crystal 1, where the
pump is extraordinary polarized—the resulting down-
conversion light cones will be horizontally polarized. Simi-
larly, with a horizontally polarized pump, down-conversion
will only occur in the second crystal, producing otherwise
identical cones of vertically polarized photon pairs. A 45°-
polarized pump photon will be equally likely to down-
convert in either crystal !neglecting losses from passing
through the first", and these two possible down-conversion
processes are coherent with one another, as long as the emit-
ted spatial modes for a given pair of photons are indistin-
guishable for the two crystals #19$. Consequently, the pho-
tons will automatically be created in the state HH!ei%VV .
% is determined by the details of the phase matching and the
crystal thickness, but can be adjusted by tilting the BBO
crystals themselves !but this changes the cones’ opening
angles", by imposing a birefringent phase shift on one of the
output beams, or by controlling the relative phase between
the horizontal and vertical components of the pump light.
Figure 1!b" shows the experimental setup used to produce

and characterize the correlated photons. The &2-mm-diam
pump beam at 351.1 nm was produced by an Ar! laser, and
directed to the two crystals after passing through: a disper-
sion prism to remove unwanted background laser fluores-
cence; a polarizing beam splitter !PBS" to give a pure polar-
ization state; a rotatable half-wave plate !HWP" to adjust the
angle of the linear polarization; and a second, tiltable wave
plate for adjusting %. The nonlinear crystals themselves were
BBO (8.0"8.0"0.59mm), optic axis cut at 'pm#33.9°.
For this cut the degenerate-frequency photons at 702 nm are
emitted into a cone of half-opening angle 3.0°. For most of
the data presented here, interference filters !IFs" centered at
702 nm #full width at half maximum !FWHM" (5 nm$ were
used to reduce background and select only these !nearly"
degenerate photons; the maximum transmission of these fil-
ters was &65%.
The polarization correlations were measured using adjust-

able polarization analyzers, each consisting of a PBS pre-
ceded by an adjustable HWP !for 702 nm". After passing
through adjustable irises, the light was collected using 35-
mm-focal-length doublet lenses, and directed onto single-

photon detectors—silicon avalanche photodiodes !EG&G
No. SPCM’s", with efficiencies of &65% and dark count
rates of order 100 s$1. The outputs of the detectors were
recorded directly !‘‘singles’’" and in coincidence, using a
time-to-amplitude converter and single-channel analyzer. A
time window of 7 ns was found sufficient to capture the true
coincidences. Typical ‘‘accidental’’ coincidence rates were
negligible !%1 s$1".
Figure 2!a" shows data demonstrating the extremely high

degree of polarization entanglement achievable with our
source. The state was set to HH$VV; the polarization ana-
lyzer in path 1 was set to $45°, and the other was varied by
rotating the HWP in path 2. As expected, the coincidence
rate displayed sinusoidal fringes with nearly perfect visibility
(V#99.6&0.3% with ‘‘accidental’’ coincidences subtracted;
98.8&0.2% with them included", while the singles rate was
much flatter (V%3.4%) #20$. We believe this to be the high-
est purity entangled state ever reported. The collection irises
for these data were both only 1.76 mm in diameter—the
resulting collection efficiency !the probability of collecting
one photon conditioned on collecting the other" is then
&10%.
To experimentally verify that we could set % by changing

the ellipticity of the pump light, the quarter-wave plate !zero
order, at 351 nm" before the crystals was tilted about its optic
axis !oriented vertically", thereby varying the relative phase
between horizontal and vertical polarization components
#21$. Figure 2!b" shows the coincidence rate with both ana-
lyzers at 45°. For %#0, ) the states HH&VV are produced.
Just as with the previous type-II source #12$, the other two

FIG. 1. !a" Method to produce polarization-entangled photons
from two identical down-conversion crystals, oriented at 90° with
respect to each other; i.e., the optic axis of the first !second" lies in
the vertical !horizontal" plane. !b" Experimental setup to pump and
characterize the source.

FIG. 2. !a" Measurements of the polarization entanglement. The
polarization analysis of photon 2 was varied, while that of photon 1
was at $45°. The rate at detector 2 !squares, right axis" is essen-
tially constant; i.e., the photons are individually nearly unpolarized,
while the coincidence rate !circles, left axis" displays the expected
quantum-mechanical correlations. The solid curve is a best fit, with
visibility V#99.6&0.3%. !b" Coincidences as the relative phase %
was varied by tilting the wave plate just before the crystal; both
photons were analyzed at 45°. The solid curve is the calculated
phase shift for our 2-mm-thick zero-order quartz quarter-wave
plate, adjusted for the residual phase shift from the BBO crystals
themselves.
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FIG. 1: Initial transitions from ground state to the Rydberg levels.
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planes; i.e., the first !second" crystal’s optic axis and the
pump beam define the vertical !horizontal" plane. With a
vertically polarized pump beam, due to the type-I coupling,
down-conversion will only occur in crystal 1, where the
pump is extraordinary polarized—the resulting down-
conversion light cones will be horizontally polarized. Simi-
larly, with a horizontally polarized pump, down-conversion
will only occur in the second crystal, producing otherwise
identical cones of vertically polarized photon pairs. A 45°-
polarized pump photon will be equally likely to down-
convert in either crystal !neglecting losses from passing
through the first", and these two possible down-conversion
processes are coherent with one another, as long as the emit-
ted spatial modes for a given pair of photons are indistin-
guishable for the two crystals #19$. Consequently, the pho-
tons will automatically be created in the state HH!ei%VV .
% is determined by the details of the phase matching and the
crystal thickness, but can be adjusted by tilting the BBO
crystals themselves !but this changes the cones’ opening
angles", by imposing a birefringent phase shift on one of the
output beams, or by controlling the relative phase between
the horizontal and vertical components of the pump light.
Figure 1!b" shows the experimental setup used to produce

and characterize the correlated photons. The &2-mm-diam
pump beam at 351.1 nm was produced by an Ar! laser, and
directed to the two crystals after passing through: a disper-
sion prism to remove unwanted background laser fluores-
cence; a polarizing beam splitter !PBS" to give a pure polar-
ization state; a rotatable half-wave plate !HWP" to adjust the
angle of the linear polarization; and a second, tiltable wave
plate for adjusting %. The nonlinear crystals themselves were
BBO (8.0"8.0"0.59mm), optic axis cut at 'pm#33.9°.
For this cut the degenerate-frequency photons at 702 nm are
emitted into a cone of half-opening angle 3.0°. For most of
the data presented here, interference filters !IFs" centered at
702 nm #full width at half maximum !FWHM" (5 nm$ were
used to reduce background and select only these !nearly"
degenerate photons; the maximum transmission of these fil-
ters was &65%.
The polarization correlations were measured using adjust-

able polarization analyzers, each consisting of a PBS pre-
ceded by an adjustable HWP !for 702 nm". After passing
through adjustable irises, the light was collected using 35-
mm-focal-length doublet lenses, and directed onto single-

photon detectors—silicon avalanche photodiodes !EG&G
No. SPCM’s", with efficiencies of &65% and dark count
rates of order 100 s$1. The outputs of the detectors were
recorded directly !‘‘singles’’" and in coincidence, using a
time-to-amplitude converter and single-channel analyzer. A
time window of 7 ns was found sufficient to capture the true
coincidences. Typical ‘‘accidental’’ coincidence rates were
negligible !%1 s$1".
Figure 2!a" shows data demonstrating the extremely high

degree of polarization entanglement achievable with our
source. The state was set to HH$VV; the polarization ana-
lyzer in path 1 was set to $45°, and the other was varied by
rotating the HWP in path 2. As expected, the coincidence
rate displayed sinusoidal fringes with nearly perfect visibility
(V#99.6&0.3% with ‘‘accidental’’ coincidences subtracted;
98.8&0.2% with them included", while the singles rate was
much flatter (V%3.4%) #20$. We believe this to be the high-
est purity entangled state ever reported. The collection irises
for these data were both only 1.76 mm in diameter—the
resulting collection efficiency !the probability of collecting
one photon conditioned on collecting the other" is then
&10%.
To experimentally verify that we could set % by changing

the ellipticity of the pump light, the quarter-wave plate !zero
order, at 351 nm" before the crystals was tilted about its optic
axis !oriented vertically", thereby varying the relative phase
between horizontal and vertical polarization components
#21$. Figure 2!b" shows the coincidence rate with both ana-
lyzers at 45°. For %#0, ) the states HH&VV are produced.
Just as with the previous type-II source #12$, the other two

FIG. 1. !a" Method to produce polarization-entangled photons
from two identical down-conversion crystals, oriented at 90° with
respect to each other; i.e., the optic axis of the first !second" lies in
the vertical !horizontal" plane. !b" Experimental setup to pump and
characterize the source.

FIG. 2. !a" Measurements of the polarization entanglement. The
polarization analysis of photon 2 was varied, while that of photon 1
was at $45°. The rate at detector 2 !squares, right axis" is essen-
tially constant; i.e., the photons are individually nearly unpolarized,
while the coincidence rate !circles, left axis" displays the expected
quantum-mechanical correlations. The solid curve is a best fit, with
visibility V#99.6&0.3%. !b" Coincidences as the relative phase %
was varied by tilting the wave plate just before the crystal; both
photons were analyzed at 45°. The solid curve is the calculated
phase shift for our 2-mm-thick zero-order quartz quarter-wave
plate, adjusted for the residual phase shift from the BBO crystals
themselves.
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FIG. 2: Initial transitions from ground state to the Rydberg levels.

As shown in figure 1b the experimental source consists of an Ar+ laser at 351.1 nm with a diameter of 2 mm.
After the laser a dispersive prism removes laser fluorescence and a polarizing beam splitter insures a pure input
polarization. The half and quarter wave plates control the input polarization before the nonlinear crystal. After
the nonlinear crystal, a combination halfwave plate and polarizing beam splitter are used to analyze the output
polarization. Apertures control the spatial mode of the output light and interference filters centered at 702 nm with
a FWHM of 5 nm ensure only the desired frequency is measured. The nonlinear crystal was a 8.0x8.0x0.59mm BBO
crystal cut so that the cone of degenerate frequency photons had a half opening angle of 3◦.

If we measure in the ± 45◦ basis, we would expect the photons to be perfectly anti-correlated. As shown in Figure
2, if the polarization analyzer of path 1 is set to -45◦ and the analyzer of path 2 is rotated, the rate of coincident
detection varies with the angle of the analyzer. When analyzer 2 is set to -45◦ almost no coincidences were detected
while the coincidences were maximized for an angle of -45◦, showing the expected anti-correlations. On the other
hand, the total number of singles varied very little as analyzer 2 was changed. Fitting both the singles and coincidence
data with a sinusoidal variation yields a visibility of < 3.4% for the singles and 99.6± 0.3% for the coincidences, once
accidental coincidences were subtracted. This high visibility indicates the presence of highly entangled photons.

The relative phase φ of the HH and VV states after the nonlinear crystal may be varied by varying the ellipticity
of the input light. The polarization analyzers in both paths were set to 45◦ and coincidences were counted as the
quarter wave plate before the crystal was rotated. Figure 2 shows the coincidence rate vs. quaterwave plate angle
and demonstrates that the state can be varied from 1√

2
(|HH〉 + |V V 〉) to 1√

2
(|HH〉 − |V V 〉). A half wave plate in

either path may be used to reach the other Bell states, 1√
2
(|HV 〉 ± |V H〉)

Replacing the circular irises with vertical slits effectively sampled a larger portion of the cone of entangled photons.
Increasing the size of the aperture allowed a demonstrated coincidence rate of 21,000 s−1 while maintaining a visibility
of 95%. Since the entire cone of emitted photons should consist of entangled photons, sampling it could give a
coincidence rate of 1.5x106s−1.

Due to the dispersion of the crystal, the resulting phase between HH and VV of the down converted photons is
frequency dependent. In order to describe the entangled photons by the same quantum state we must limit the
bandwidth of collected light. In principle, an output bandwidth of 30 nm maintains a visibility of > 90%, giving a
potential coincidence rate of 9x106s−1. [1]

III. ENTANGLING MULTIPLE DEGREES OF FREEDOM

In addition to the entanglement in the polarization degree of freedom, the down converted photons are also entangled
in their time of emission. Because of the relatively short time the crystal stays in any intermediate states during the
process of down conversion, both down converted photons are emitted at nearly the same time. If the down converted
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eling time difference between the long and short arms, thus
realizing a detection postselection. Interference of the two
remaining indistinguishable amplitudes L1L2 and S1S2 dis-
played high visibility fringes and led to a violation of Bell’s
inequality !13". If all four terms are kept, the interference
still persists, but with the visibility limited to 50% !12". This
makes it unsuitable for the EPR argument because now a
measurement of one particle’s energy would not give a cer-
tain value for the other particle’s energy; it is consequently
inadequate for a definitive Bell’s inequality test, which re-
quires visibility greater than 1/!2#71% $see, e.g., Ref. !4"%.
Note that the detection postselection is a classical selec-

tion process, and not a quantum-mechanical projection !15".
However, the experiments relying on it are still valid for
testing Bell-type inequalities if an additional assumption is
made that the photons in the subensemble of discarded
events are not any different from those we choose to look at.
This is much stronger than the usual fair sampling assump-
tion accounting for nonperfect detectors, and it has been
criticized for opening a loophole in Bell inequalities’ viola-
tion !16". It is therefore important to perform Bell-type ex-
periments with genuine entangled states, without discarding
any counts. As we discuss below, such an experiment can
also have important ramifications for quantum cryptography.
Recently, a postselection-free polarization entangled state

was demonstrated using type-II SPDC !17": !&'(!h'1!v'2
!!v'1!h'2 , where h and v stand for a horizontally $ordinary%
and vertically $extraordinary% polarized photon, respectively.
This state was used for preparation of different Bell states
!18", all displaying very convincing violations of Bell’s in-
equality. In the present paper we use the same source to
enable a postselection-free implementation of the Franson
experiment !19" involving energy-time entanglement. The
basic idea of our experiment can be seen with the help of
Fig. 1, now with polarizing beam splitters. There are now
only two different ways to get a coincident detection: ether
the horizontally polarized photon in channel 1 passes
through the long path, while its vertically polarized twin

brother passes through the long path in channel 2; or both
photons take the short paths. This situation is essentially dif-
ferent from previous versions of Franson’s proposal !11–13",
because the unwanted long-short and short-long amplitudes
simply do not exist.
The scheme of our actual experiment is shown in Fig. 2.

The single-mode UV $351-nm% beam from a cw argon laser
passes through a fused silica prism to separate out the plasma
luminescence and then pumps the nonlinear crystal $BBO%.
The 3-mm-thick BBO crystal is cut for type-II SPDC, so that
the angle between the optical axis and the pump )"49° al-
lows collinear phase matching for degenerate frequency
$702-nm% photons. Tilting the crystal $and so changing ) by
several degrees% we produce polarization-entangled degener-
ate signal and idler photons of a given pair exiting the crystal
at equal, yet opposite, coplanar angles of 6° with respect to
the pump !20".
The interferometers in Fig. 1 are implemented by quartz

rods $2 cm long% placed in channels 1 and 2. But in contrast
with Fig. 1, the birefringent rods delay the slow polarization
component relative to the fast one due to their different
refraction indexes. This delay corresponds to
*L"*nquartzL#180 +m, which is greater than the down-
conversion photons’ coherence length $160 +m%, basically
determined by the spectral bandwidth of the interference fil-
ters $*,"3 nm%. Therefore, only minimal first-order interfer-
ence effects are observable.
The quartz rods are followed by Pockels cells whose ori-

entations are locked to those of rods. They may be simply
considered as adjustable ‘‘fine-tuning’’ extensions of the
rods, adding a delay on the scale of fractions of a wave-
length. Polarization analyzers $Glan-Thompson prisms% are
installed in each channel after the Pockels cells. The signals
from the detectors $dry ice cooled avalanche photodiodes
operating in Geiger mode% are sent to counters and a coinci-
dence circuit with a 10-ns acceptance window.
The fast axes of both rods are oriented at angles -1 and -2

relative to the vertical direction, so that the polarization com-
ponents of !&' are projected: !h' i"!s' isin - i!! f ' icos- i ,
!v' i"!s' icos- i#! f ' isin- i , i"1,2, where s and f are the

FIG. 1. With nonpolarizing beam splitters, this is a simplified
scheme of Franson’s proposal !11". When polarizing beam splitters
are substituted, and polarization-entangled photons are used, a
postselection-free implementation may be realized: in channel 1,
the horizontally polarized photon always goes the long way, and the
vertically polarized one, the short way; in channel 2, the opposite
happens. After the analyzers 1 and 2 the two terms of the state
become indistinguishable with regard to polarization, and coinci-
dences between detectors 1 and 2 reveal the nonlocal interference as
any of the path lengths is changed.

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. The dashed line represents the UV
laser beam that pumps the crystal $BBO%. The signal and idler
beams $solid lines% propagate at 6° relative to the pump in the same
plane. Each of them passes through a quartz compensator, quartz
rod, Pockels cell, and analyzer. Then both beams are focused by
lenses to the detectors marked 1 and 2, passing through similar
interference filters.
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FIG. 3: Initial transitions from ground state to the Rydberg levels.
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FIG. 4: Initial transitions from ground state to the Rydberg levels.

photons are then passed through separate interferometers, the entanglement between the two photons is manifested
in an interference in the rate of coincidence detections.

Consider the experimental setup of figure 3. Because the down converted photons are either both horizontally
polarized or both vertically polarized, they will either both follow the long path or both follow the short path of
the interferometer. After passing through a polarization analyzer, the polarization information is erased, leaving the
photons entangled in which path they took.

Instead of an extended interferometer, an optical path difference between the two polarizations may be introduced
via the birefringence of a quartz rods and fine tuned with Pockels cells, as shown in the second half of figure 3. This
has the advantage of greater stability in comparison to the extended interferometer. The polarization information
may be erased by passing the entangled photons through a polarization analyzer at 45◦. [3, 4]

Due to the conservation of orbital angular momentum the spatial modes of the down converted photons are also
entangled. If the incoming light has zero orbital angular momentum then the state of the field after the nonlinear
crystal is, up to normalization,

(|rl〉+ α|gg〉+ |lr〉) (3)

Where |l〉, |g〉 and |r〉 are Laguerre-Gauss spatial modes with orbital angular momenta of -~, 0 and ~, respectively. α
is determined by the details of the down conversion process. The spatial mode may be determined by a spatial mode
analyzer as depicted in figure 4 [5]. The computer generated hologram diffracts the incoming light and alters the
orbital angular momentum. Since the monomode fibers only accepts a gaussian mode, only light which is transformed
by the hologram into the gaussian mode will be detected.

It is even possible to create photons that are entangled in every degree of freedom - polarization, energy-time, and
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into a cone of 3.0! half-opening angle. The first (second)
crystal produces pairs of horizontally (vertically) polarized
photons, and these two possible down-conversion pro-
cesses are coherent, provided the spatial modes emitted
from each crystal are indistinguishable. With the pump
focused to a waist at the crystals, this constraint can be
satisfied by using thin crystals and ‘‘large’’ beam waists
(large relative to the mismatch in the overlap of the down-
conversion cones from each crystal [23]). However, the
OAM entanglement is maximized by balancing the relative
populations of the low-valued OAM eigenstates [25],
which requires smaller beam waists to image a large area
of the down-conversion cones. Here we compromise by
employing an intermediate waist size ( " 90 !m) at the
crystal. Mode-matching lenses are then used to optimize
the coupling of the rapidly diverging down-conversion
modes into single-mode collection fibers.

The measurement process consists of three stages of
local state projection, one for each DOF. At each stage,
the target state is transformed into a state that can be
discriminated from the other states with high accuracy.
Specifically, computer-generated phase holograms [28]
transform the target spatial mode into the pure Gaussian
(or 0-OAM) mode, which is then filtered by the single-
mode fiber [6] [Fig. 1(b)]. After a polarization controller to
compensate for the fiber birefringence, wave plates trans-
form the target polarization state into horizontal, which is
filtered by a polarizer [Fig. 1(d)]. The analysis of the
energy-time state is realized by a Franson-type [19] polar-
ization interferometer without detection postselection [21].
The matched unbalanced interferometers give each photon
a fast jfi and slow jsi route to its detector. Our interfer-
ometers consisted of L" 11 mm quartz birefringent ele-
ments, which longitudinally separated the horizontal and
vertical polarization components by !nquartzL" 100 !m,
more than the single-photon coherence length ("2=!""
50 !m with !" # 10 nm from the interference filters)
but much less than the pump-photon coherence length

("10 cm). We rely on the photons’ polarization entangle-
ment jHHi$ jVVi to thus project onto a two-time state
(jHs;Hsi$ ei%#1$#2&jVf; Vfi), where #1 and #2 are con-
trolled by birefringent elements (liquid crystals and
quarter-wave plates) in the path of each photon [21].
Finally, by analyzing the polarization in the '45! basis,
we erase the distinguishing polarization labels and can
directly measure the coherence between the jssi and jffi
terms, arising from the energy-time entanglement.

To verify quantum mechanical correlations, we tested
every DOF against a Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt
(CHSH) Bell inequality [29]. The CHSH inequality places
constraints (S ( 2) on the value of the Bell parameter S, a
combination of four two-particle correlation probabilities
using two possible analysis settings for each photon. If
S > 2, no separable quantum system (or local hidden vari-
able theory) can explain the correlations; in this sense, a
Bell inequality acts as an ‘‘entanglement witness’’ [30]. To
measure the strongest violation for the polarization and
spatial-mode DOFs, we determined the optimal measure-
ment settings by first tomographically reconstructing the 2-
qubit subspace of interest; we employ a maximum like-
lihood technique to identify the density matrix most con-
sistent with the data [27].

Table I shows the Bell parameters measured for the
polarization, spatial-mode, and energy-time subspaces,
with various projections in the complementary DOF. We
see that for every subspace, the Bell parameter exceeded
the classical limit of S # 2 by more than 20 standard
deviations ($), verifying the hyperentanglement. For
both the polarization and spatial-mode measurements, we
traced over the energy-time DOF by not projecting in this
subspace. We measured the polarization correlations while
projecting the spatial modes into the orthogonal basis
states (jli; jgi, and jri), as well as the superpositions jhi )
%jli$ jri&= !!!

2
p

and jvi ) %jli* jri&= !!!
2

p
). The measured

Bell parameters agreed (within "2$) with predictions
from tomographic reconstruction and violated the inequal-
ity by more than 30$. In the spatial-mode DOF, the corre-

TABLE I. Bell parameter S showing CHSH-Bell inequality
violations in every degree of freedom. The local realistic limit
(S ( 2) is violated by the number of standard deviations shown
in brackets, determined by counting statistics.

Spatial-mode projected subspaces
DOF jggihggj jrlihrlj jlrihlrj jhhihhhj jvvihvvj
"$

poln 2:76+76$, 2:78+46$, 2:75+44$, 2:81+40$, 2:75+33$,
"$

t*e 2:78+77$, 2:80+40$, 2:80+40$, 2:72+30$, 2:74+29$,

Polarization projected subspaces
DOF No polarizers jHHihHHj jVVihVVj

"$
spa 2:78+78$, 2:80+36$, 2:79+37$,

%jggi$ jrli 2:33+55$, 2:30+25$, 2:38+30$,
%jggi$ jlri 2:28+47$, 2:26+20$, 2:31+26$,

poln

poln

smfholo

C

qwp hwp pol
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MeasurementSource
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the creation and analysis of
hyperentangled photons. (a) The photons, produced using adja-
cent nonlinear crystals (BBO), pass through a state filtration
process for each DOF before coincidence detection. The mea-
surement insets show the filtration processes as a transformation
of the target state (dashed box) and a filtering step to discard the
other components of the state (dotted box). (b) Spatial filtration
(spa): hologram (holo) and single-mode fiber (smf). (c) Energy-
time transformation (e-t): thick quartz decoherer (dec) and liquid
crystal (LC). (d) Polarization filtration (poln): quarter-wave
plate (qwp), half-wave plate (hwp), and polarizer (pol).
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FIG. 5: Initial transitions from ground state to the Rydberg levels.

spatial. The experimental setup is depicted in figure 5. As before a single photon from an Ar+ laser at 351.1 nm down
converts into two entangled photons via spontaneous parametric down conversion in one of two BBO crystals. The
photons then pass into measurement stages which are capable of measuring each degree of freedom as described above.
First the spatial degree of freedom is measured, followed by the energy-time and polarization degrees of freedom.

For each degree of freedom a series of measurements is taken whose expectation value ”S” is different for classical
light which cannot be entangled and quantum entangled states. Theses Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt Bell inequalities
provide a measure of the entanglement in each degree of freedom. Classically S ≤ 2 while quantum mechanically S ≤
2
√

2. For each degree of freedom the measured value of S was greater than the classical limit by at least 20 standard
deviations. [6]

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The process of spontaneous down conversion has been shown to create large numbers of polarization entangled pairs
of photons. It has also been demonstrated to create photons which are entangled in the polarization, energy-time, and
spatial mode degrees of freedom. Tests of their entanglement provide a demonstration of the fundamental difference
between quantum and classical physics. The continued development of these sources, especially the ability to create
more and more entangled pairs will prove useful in a number of potential applications.
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